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Fully classical three-dimensional ensembles are examined under conditions of nonsequential double ioniza-
tion and are shown to have trajectories in which both electrons apparently ionize only to have one electron
bound to the nucleus after the laser pulse. These trajectories feature recollision excitation with subsequent
over-the-barrier ionization at about the laser maximum. The “ionized” electron oscillates in the laser field but
has small enough drift velocity to be recaptured at laser turnoff. Whether recapture can occur is shown to have
extreme sensitivity to conditions at ionization.
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Recently Nubbemeyer et al. �1� reported evidence of what
they called “frustrated tunneling:” when helium atoms were
exposed to laser pulses under conditions for tunneling ion-
ization, nontrivial numbers of excited neutral helium atoms
were produced. They explained the production of these ex-
cited atoms in terms of tunneling ionization with subsequent
oscillation in the linearly polarized laser field and recapture
by the Coulomb potential. These orbits are reminiscent of
those discussed by Yudin and Ivanov �2�, who discussed tun-
neling followed by long-term trapping into a Rydberg orbit.

In this Rapid Communication we consider “frustrated ion-
ization” in a three-dimensional �3D� classical model �3� that
we have employed for studying nonsequential double ioniza-
tion �NSDI� �4�. The basic idea is analogous to the frustrated
tunneling of Ref. �1�, but the work is fully classical and
features over-the-barrier ionization rather than tunneling. We
focus in particular on the production of highly excited He+

ions through a process in which both electrons apparently
ionize only to have one of the electrons reattach at laser
turnoff, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

A reason we consider frustrated over-the-barrier ioniza-
tion in the context of NSDI rather than single ionization is
the need for an effective mechanism for over-the-barrier es-
cape. In NSDI, recollision provides the energy needed for
over-the-barrier escape. However, in a fully classical one-
electron atom, the electron can ionize only by “riding” a
rising potential-energy curve, which leads to a very small
ionization yield.

We consider laser intensity I=0.5 PW /cm2 and wave-
length �=800 nm, which places the double ionization yield
in the well-known “knee” area where the amount of double
ionization is orders of magnitude more than would be ex-
pected if the electrons ionized independently. NSDI can be
described in very classical terms �7� because the classically
described laser field is strong enough to control the ionized
electron’s motion over almost all of its trajectory. One elec-
tron ionizes in our model over-the-barrier and due in part to
energy sharing with the other electron. The oscillating laser
field impels the ionized electron back to the core where
“recollision” �8� leads to energy sharing and the possibility
of double ionization. The simplest possibility may be impact
ionization, but recollision excitation with subsequent ioniza-

tion �RESI� may also occur, and experiments �9� have shown
that there is not a sharp threshold for NSDI. For our model
and for laser parameters presently of interest, unequal energy
sharing at recollision causes RESI to be more common than
direct recollision ionization even though we are above the
threshold for recollision ionization �3�. The collisionally ex-
cited electron escapes the confining nuclear potential energy
well during a subsequent barrier suppression, most likely the
first.

It can be very difficult to find and use unambiguous ter-
minology in describing ionization even in classical models.
We present below an operational definition for ionization
while the laser is still on. One could argue in favor of differ-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Effective energy �5,6� vs longitudinal
position z. The first two rows show over-the-barrier ionization of an
electron, the final two its reattachment at turnoff. By our definition,
ionization occurs between t=4.25 and 4.26 cycle. Arrows denote
laser force. The solid red curve gives the effective potential energy
of the other electron, which is beyond the domain of these plots.
Laser intensity is 0.5 PW /cm2, wavelength 800 nm.
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ent definitions, and whether at least some of the electrons
should be described simply as having been excited into Ry-
dberg orbits, such as those discussed in Ref. �2�. The main
idea does not change, though: electrons that escape over the
barrier as in Fig. 1 may be bound after the laser pulse is
completed.

We have employed nearly the same code as for Refs.
�3,10�. We populate a starting classical ensemble, with each
classical atom having energy equal to the ground state of
helium and with electrons moving radially. To avoid autoion-
ization before the laser is even turned on, we replace the
nuclear Coulomb potential −2 /r with the softened potential
−2 /�r2+a2, where a=0.825 �we use atomic units unless
specified otherwise�. We allow each atom to propagate for a
time equal to one laser cycle �about 100 atomic units� before
subjecting it to a sinusoidal electric field. In the present work
we use ten-cycle trapezoidal pulses: two-cycle linear turn on,
six cycles at full strength, and two-cycle linear turn off. One
rationale for using a trapezoidal pulse is that it does not
change electron drift velocity during turnoff �11�. We allow
the system to propagate after the pulse for a time equivalent
to one additional cycle. During the pulse, we may adjust the
softening parameter a as soon as one electron exceeds a cho-
sen distance ra from the nucleus. This allows electrons that
travel close to the nucleus at recollision to experience the
large force needed for backscattering. We set ra=10, and we
keep the e-e shielding constant at 0.05.

One feature of these trajectories regards sensitivity to ini-
tial conditions. We have found that trajectories that are al-

most identical early in the pulse may diverge completely
later in the pulse. This chaotic behavior has recently been
quantified by Mauger et al. �12� for a one-dimensional �1D�
system. It is very difficult to track any individual trajectory
with complete confidence for the full duration of the pulse.
However, the ensemble behavior is very stable.

We will use the term frustrated double ionization �FDI� to
identify trajectories in which both electrons achieve a chosen
minimum distance rf from the nucleus during the pulse but
after the pulse have at least one electron bound based on
energy. Our results are not very dependent on the precise
value of rf. There were never more than ten trajectories in
any of our ensembles that went beyond rf =6 that did not also
go beyond rf =28. In this work we use rf =6.

For laser intensity 0.5 PW /cm2, wavelength 800 nm, and
ensembles of 2�106 trajectories, we obtained the yield rates
shown in Table I. FDI as defined above are about 7% of the
DI, regardless of softening. This implies that FDI depends
more on the long-range Coulomb tail than details close to
nucleus. After turnoff, 90% of our FDI electrons have energy
above −0.047 and 50% above −0.017. In our model it is very
rare to have reattachment to He neutrals due to the ability of

TABLE I. Yields for 10 cycle pulses for various values of the
softening parameter a. Ensemble size 2 000 000. Laser intensity
0.5 PW /cm2 and wavelength 800 nm. SI denotes single ionization
and FDI frustrated second ionization. The FDI are included in the
single ionization tally.

a SI DI FDI FDI /DI�100

0.825 1 694 586 13 556 871 6.4

0.6 1 717 287 12 464 931 7.5

0.4 1 724 446 12 228 934 7.6

0.1 1 728 933 11 215 798 7.1
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FIG. 2. �Color online� A sample two-electron trajectory from
our ensemble, showing frustrated ionization. The plot begins at t
=3 cycle. The electron represented by the solid blue curve oscil-
lates in the laser field before reattaching to the nucleus at laser turn
off. The plot continues for one laser cycle after turnoff, making the
final bound orbit clearly visible.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Top left: longitudinal
position z vs time t �in laser cycles�, for the reat-
taching electron of Figs. 1 and 2. Dots indicate
times of field maxima �n+0.25 or n+0.75 cycle�.
Top right: the electron’s longitudinal velocity vz

vs t. Trajectories were sampled every 0.01 cycle.
Lower row: energy vs time �in laser cycles� for
the trajectory of Fig. 2, on left for the electron
that is free after the pulse and on right for elec-
tron that reattaches. Potential energy from inter-
action with laser is not included. Laser turnoff is
from t=8 to 10 cycle. The reattaching electron
finishes with energy less than zero.
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the classical atoms to autoionize. �We found no more than
eight in any ensemble.�

After identifying the trajectories of interest, we examine
them in time steps of 0.01 cycles to find the electrons’ final
ionization times. Here we define an electron to be ionized if
it achieves any of: E�0, where E is its energy, inclusive of
electron nucleus and e-e interactions but not the laser inter-
action; �z��10; or zFz�0, with z2�5 where Fz is the longi-
tudinal component of the net force. The final test basically
checks whether the net force on the electron is toward or
away from the nucleus, an indicator of whether the particle is
inside or outside the nuclear well. We then scan the time
interval from when one electron first ionizes until the final
ionization of both electrons, and we call the time of closest
approach the recollision time.

For the two-electron trajectory of Fig. 1, we show the
paths of the electrons in Fig. 2, starting at t=3 cycle. In Fig.
3 we show the longitudinal position and velocity vs time for
the reattaching electron. We also show the electron energies,
excluding the electron-laser potential energy. This trajectory
is from the ensemble for a=0.825. One electron ionizes at
t=3.35 cycle and travels out from the core to z=−29, then
comes back and collides with the other electron at t
=3.87 cycle. The returning electron gives up only a portion
of its energy, in fact maintaining enough so that it can drift
out in the forward direction after recollision. We consider
forward drift in more detail in Ref. �10�. The struck electron
oscillates in the well until emerging over the barrier at 4.26
cycle. It then executes much larger oscillations in the laser
field until laser turnoff when it reattaches to the nucleus. The
plots continue for one cycle after laser turnoff so the bound
motion of the electron is visible. Because of the large Cou-
lomb softening, the final motion visible in Fig. 2 is not ellip-
tical.

We now consider ensemble properties of the FDI trajec-
tories. The left side of Fig. 4 plots laser phase at final ion-
ization vs laser phase at recollision �both in laser cycles� for
the 934 frustrated trajectories we obtain for softening param-
eter a=0.4. A plot for DI trajectories from the same en-
semble is shown on the right �13�, color coded indepen-
dently. The plots allow for wraparound. Only a small number
of the frustrated trajectories lie along the diagonal, thus al-
lowing us to associate the frustrated trajectories with RESI.
�An equivalent plot for a=0.825 would not have any trajec-
tories on the diagonal.� Final ionization occurs most often at
times nearly equal to a laser maximum �ti=0.25 or 0.75
cycle�, slightly later than for the RESI trajectories of the
right-hand plot. A quick check confirms that most of the final
ionizations occur in the first field maximum after ionization.

Energies of the two electrons 0.06 cycle after recollision
are shown in Fig. 5. We consider FDI trajectories on the left
and DI trajectories on the right. The recolliding electron very
often has positive energy after recollision, the struck electron
negative, though the energy transfer may be so large that it is
the recolliding electron that is bound after the collision.
There is also notable probability of a doubly bound state.
There is no region of the plot that is unique to the FDI
trajectories and thus able to serve as a predictor of FDI.

In Fig. 6 we plot the longitudinal velocity vs laser phase
at the time of final ionization for a=0.4. On the left we
consider FDI electrons and on the right the second electron
to achieve final ionization in DI pairs. The region that can
lead to frustrated ionization is limited but not unique to FDI,
so again we have no predictor.

To investigate the apparent absence of predictors of FDI,
we employ the familiar 1D Rochester potential �14� for Z
=2, V�x�=−2 /�1+x2. We launch an electron outward from
the cusp at the time of a laser maximum with velocity v0 for
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Final ionization time vs

laser phase at recollision �both in laser cycles�.
On the left for the 934 frustrated trajectories we
obtain for softening parameter a=0.4, and on the
right for the 12 228 DI trajectories. Field maxima
occur at 0.25 and 0.75 cycle. Colors are scaled
independently.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Energy Er of the recol-
liding electron vs energy Es of the struck electron
0.06 cycle after recollision. FDI trajectories are
on the left, and DI on the right; a=0.4. Colors are
scaled independently. No region is unique to FDI.
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the same laser frequency and ponderomotive energy as
above. We solve its equation of motion and consider in par-
ticular its position 5 cycles after launch. We plot the position
x vs v0 in Fig. 7. For initial velocities above about 0.7, the
electron drifts out in the direction of its escape. However, for
smaller launch velocities there are regions where it could go
either into the positive or negative regions or be near the
nucleus. In short, it is a nonlinear system with extreme sen-
sitivity to initial conditions. Because of this chaotic behavior,
we do not have well separated regions of phase space at
ionization leading to different final conditions.

Reattachment of an ionized electron at laser turnoff has
been discussed also within the context of stabilization �15� in
superintense fields. Its classical nature was discussed in Ref.
�16�.

In summary, we have shown that electrons that escape the
nuclear well or in other ways test out as ionized in classical
models may be bound at the end of the pulse. These electrons

can be described as having small enough drift velocity that
they are near the nucleus and traveling slowly at laser turn-
off. Electrons that subsequently reattach are most likely to be
the result of RESI and to have escaped at about the time of a
field maximum, but whether a specific trajectory leads to
reattachment in this nonlinear system is extremely sensitive
to its velocity at the time of ionization.
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assistance from P. W. Plantinga, and support from Calvin
College.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Longitudinal velocity at ionization vs
laser phase �in cycles� at final ionization, for softening parameter
a=0.4. Left: FDI electrons. Right: the second electron to ionize in
DI trajectories.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Electron position x at time 5 laser cycles
after launch vs starting velocity v0, in a 1D model. The electron
begins at the cusp �near x=3.9� at the time of a laser maximum. The
final position of the electron has extreme sensitivity to initial veloc-
ity, explaining why there is no simple predictor for FDI.
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